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Grid-sphere electrodes have been
proposed for use on the positively bi-
ased end of electrodynamic space teth-
ers. A grid-sphere electrode is fabri-
cated by embedding a wire mesh in a
thin film from which a spherical balloon
is formed. The grid-sphere electrode
would be deployed from compact
stowage by inflating the balloon in
space. The thin-film material used to in-
flate the balloon is formulated to vapor-
ize when exposed to the space environ-
ment. This would leave the bare
metallic spherical grid electrode at-
tached to the tether, which would pres-

ent a small cross-sectional area (essen-
tially, the geometric wire shadow area
only) to incident neutral atoms and
molecules. Most of the neutral particles,
which produce dynamic drag when they
impact a surface, would pass unim-
peded through the open grid spaces.
However, partly as a result of buildup of
a space charge inside the grid-sphere,
and partially, the result of magnetic-
field effects, the electrode would act al-
most like a solid surface with respect to
the flux of electrons. The net result
would be that grid-sphere electrodes
would introduce minimal aerodynamic

drag, yet have effective electrical-con-
tact surface areas large enough to col-
lect multiampere currents from the
ionospheric plasma that are needed for
operation of electrodynamic tethers.
The vaporizable-balloon concept could
also be applied to the deployment of
large radio antennas in outer space.

This work was done by Nobie H. Stone and
Garrett D. Poe of SRS Technologies for Mar-
shall Space Flight Center. For further informa-
tion, contact Sammy Nabors, MSFC Commer-
cialization Assistance Lead, at
sammy.a.nabors@nasa.gov. Refer to MFS-
32567-1.
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Enabling IP Header Compression in COTS Routers via Frame
Relay on a Simplex Link 
This algorithm allows commercial off-the-shelf routers to enter IP header compression mode
without the need for a bidirectional handshake. 
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

NASA is moving toward a network-
centric communications architecture
and, in particular, is building toward use
of Internet Protocol (IP) in space. The
use of IP is motivated by its ubiquitous
application in many communications
networks and in available commercial
off-the-shelf (COTS) technology. The
Constellation Program intends to fit two
or more voice (over IP) channels on
both the forward link to, and the return
link from, the Orion Crew Exploration
Vehicle (CEV) during all mission
phases. Efficient bandwidth utilization
of the links is key for voice applications. 

In Voice over IP (VoIP), the IP packets
are limited to small sizes to keep voice la-
tency at a minimum. The common voice
codec used in VoIP is G.729. This new algo-
rithm produces voice audio at 8 kbps and
in packets of 10-milliseconds duration. 

Constellation has designed the VoIP
communications stack to use the combi-
nation of IP/UDP/RTP protocols where
IP carries a 20-byte header, UDP (User
Datagram Protocol) carries an 8-byte
header, and RTP (Real Time Transport

Protocol) carries a 12-byte header. The
protocol headers total 40 bytes and are
equal in length to a 40-byte G.729 pay-
load, doubling the VoIP latency. Since
much of the IP/UDP/RTP header in-
formation does not change from IP
packet to IP packet, IP/UDP/RTP
header compression can avoid transmis-
sion of much redundant data as well as
reduce VoIP latency. The benefits of IP
header compression are more pro-
nounced at low data rate links such as
the forward and return links during
CEV launch. 

IP/UDP/RTP header compression
codecs are well supported by many
COTS routers. A common interface to
the COTS routers is through frame relay.
However, enabling IP header compres-
sion over frame relay, according to indus-
try standard (Frame Relay IP Header
Compression Agreement FRF.20), re-
quires a duplex link and negotiations be-
tween the compressor router and the de-
compressor router. In Constellation,
each forward to and return link from the
CEV in space is treated independently as

a simplex link. Without negotiation, the
COTS routers are prevented from enter-
ing into the IP header compression
mode, and no IP header compression
would be performed. 

An algorithm is proposed to enable IP
header compression in COTS routers on
a simplex link with no negotiation or with
a one-way messaging. In doing so, COTS
routers can enter IP header compression
mode without the need to handshake
through a bidirectional link as required
by FRF.20. This technique would spoof
the routers locally and thereby allow the
routers to enter into IP header compres-
sion mode without having the negotia-
tions between routers actually occur. The
spoofing function is conducted by a
frame relay adapter (also COTS) with the
capability to generate control messages
according to the FRF.20 descriptions.
Therefore, “negotiation” is actually per-
formed between the FRF.20 adapter and
the connecting COTS router locally and
never occurs over the space link.
Through understanding of the hand-
shaking protocol described by FRF.20,
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